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Halifax Airport ’75-Photo by Steve PatriquenAvenger by Mary Ann Bramstrup

UNB students ’ display is impressiverr '

*

At Memorial Hall is an Arts junior, is exhibiting five responsible for other costs includ- 
impressive showing called “New colour photographs taken in ing medical exams and innocula- 
Talent”, consisting of two photo Lesotho, a sovereign enclave in lions Contributions would be 
exhibits, a graphics exhibit, and South Africa, where he visited last greatly appreciated and are 
several choice batiks. summer as part of the Canadian tax-deductible. For more informa-

•f 5vV Stephen Patriquen, a nineteen Crossroads International’s Cultur- tion, contact Dave Simms at 
year old UNB Science sophomore al exchange programme. These 453-4983. 
exhibits a series of black and white photos consist of two beautiful . .. . .... . „
photographs, with such varying landscapes at sunset, and three A sclection ot batiks by Karen
subjects ?as ocean waves "and colourful shots of natives of

alrnos"6 surreaf^hoto of" a^dog Lesotho The Crossroads program- ly coloured silken shawl, an I aeainst a barn’ Patriquen’s fine me- of which steve Patriquen will inviting pillow entitled Winter 
■ eve for an ’ interesting and ^ a Participant this summer. Midnight’, a mobile, a lampshade 

cLnelling subiect is displayed sends approximately fifty Cana- and several wallhangings. These 
A work entitled Renforth74’ dians t0 live and work in batiks are highly imaginative 

caDtures a mystical summer developing countries in Africa, works, their colours and patterns 
£ with gentle hazy rays Asia. and lhe West Indies Their mingling in flowing designs 

of grey sunlight creating a aim is t0 provide Participants with Mary Ann Bramstrup, is third
mood-catching photo. Several pho- the opportunity to engage in year Science at UNB, is displaying 
tos, such as ‘Cellar ’75* and ‘Lock cross-cultural experiences not only several of her graphics, all related 
’75’ are clearly delineated and to bring them and other Canadians to science fiction topics, some of 
unusual descriptive shots. Patri- to a better understanding of the which are illustrations to child- 
quen, having been actively interes- objectives and potential of develop- ren’s sci fi books she has written, 
ted in photography since early high ment of the Third World, but also to These graphics consist of striking 
school, is currently the Photo help the participants grow in every representations primarily of hor- 
Editor of the Brunswickanand a sense of the word. The participants ses, stars and other-wordly beings, 
photographer for University Per- are expected to raise a portion of These exhibits will be on display 
spectives. the total cost of the programme at the Art Centre in Memorial Hall

Dave Simms, a twenty-year old themselves. Crossroaders are also until February 16.
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Durham ’75 - Photo by Steve Patriquen

A Limey’s impressions of Canada
Limey disappointed at finding no wolves

though the forests are apparently example of Culture Shock?) We extreme mechanization of an A smiling Indians, who siphoned off
teeming with them, and on finally managed to reply, “Well, and W and the almost universally most of their gas for us, and

It’s an occasion for great post-cards, the bears resemble we don’t know what’s on our friendly nature of theCanuck.In the absolutely refused payment,
derisive snorts of laughter when I small frightened dogs guiltily hamburger, we haven’t got them five months I’ve been here, I have More difficulties in Newfound- 
tell Canadians what I expected to munching stolen sandwiches. -yet. Perhaps a small octopus?”, only encountered about two or land with the same brave wagon- 
see on my arrival in Fredericton. I am constantly impressed and She wasn’t at all amused, and the three grumpy people, and they the battery failed, and at least ten 
Brought up on books like overwhelmed by the mechaniza- ^er people in the cafe received Pr°bably had good reason. Help- Newfs drew up beside
“Suzannah of the Mounties”, and tion of Canadian society - the the inevitable giggles that ensued fulness and solidarity are two moribund vehicle, all eager to
familiar only with the celluloid ventilator that automatically whirs with blank faces. qualities that spring to mind when jump-start it. I recall knocking at
variety of Mounties, which perpe- away when the washroom light is There is an anomaly between the 1 think of Canadians, perhaps best someone’s door in a lonely outpost 
tuated the myth of the red-coated switched on ... Talking of illustrated on a recent unforgett- on the Rock when the battery went
gallant clip-clopping romantically washrooms, I have to remind able visit to Newfoundland. flat again, and a Newf obligingly
around the Yukon, I expected to myself not to say “loo”, the British _ - , _ . ■ fiu„ frnm emerged in his pyjamas and an
encounter the prototype of a harsh equivalent to “can”. I once asked t. iLvLrar 3 overcoat. “No sweat, m’dear,” he
frontier-land with Nelson Eddy as Canadian if he could direct me to /i ' ■' : /X F ' h!LkinJ Ln said “I’ll just get the truck out and
the star and Jack London and his the Ladies Loo. “The Daily ( •!, :j j tl|J Mil if.LLnMnnfixit”'
wolves in supporting roles. News”? he asked dubiously, *■’, '"V------------L/ ^ Hnwn^hv mv to/ a^d vJÏ£d I adore certain expressions that

Before leaving for Canada, I had looking at me as if I’d had one too S .„°w" mv rm assimilating fast. I wrote home
visualized Fredericton as being many." / Ô \ wsJ The cLr scr^ched to a ha7 recently saying, “I really get off on

surrounded by a stockade (to keep Driving into an A and W for a f ™ n,,t i said mv Voltaire”, and “Hey! Have you
out the bears, wolves and the odd hamburger took some getting used \ t 1 j I ivlvtiJ ripped off my pencil?” It was
cougar), and full of boozing to. It was a shock to park in a \ L l ,hr2 !n‘ P worth coming to Canada just for
trappers. Possibly there would be a “stall” like a horse, and telephone / c & .. L. X wasn’t Linns the kick 1 8et out of hearing :
long wooden shack representing for some hamburgers to an office / / > 1. "What a rip^ff”
the Hudson’s Bay Company. only a few yards away, and see h?,t n hoards àn What additional glowing praise

I was in for a surprise, and everyone closed off behind their can I furnish to gladden Canuck
anticipating that by this time some windscreens, munching stolidly. \i v, ni, Tho X., hearts without degenerating into
Frederictonians may be feeling a Ordering my very first hamburger /•/ - /.,7 -rrJ.l prac îc j • ùnnV mushiness? Well, there goes: I
little insulted, I will hasten to say was in fact an unhinging [AtHt—Fortunatelv'a lorrv-load of lum- think the 1,651 is that this is a 
that my surprise was a very experience. It was downtown, and I d'i/V 4 inly rortunaieiy a lorry ioaa or lum country where people can grow -
pleasant one, giving rise to was with another Limey friend. j/ ,j! h berjacks happened to be passin - there are comparatively few
fullsome letters home praising the Suddenly the waitress asked us ------- ------------------ how opportune - and were able to
beautiful houses, the maple trees “What’s on your hamburger?”, / é ■/// tow us oul
and the big, wide river. But what a and we turned to each other in (X. ÂaACAA.
disappointment - no wolves and blank amazement, ready to break y
only a couple of bears hanging out into the giggles we had been so jtstr'
around somewhere. I haven’t so prone to during the first few weeks 
much as clapped eyes on a moose, of our arrival in Canada. (An

By ALISON KING

our

!
stigmas, and not much narrow 
mindedness to cramp one’s style;

Later on in the trip, we ran out of it is said that we are living in a 
gas seventy miles from a gas post-conventional era, and no
station, in Cape Breton at where else have I found the 
midnight, blizzards still raging. We non-conventional so cheerfully and 
flagged down a car of helpful easily accepted.
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